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Most popular short-term space weather prognoses are based on CME-like solar wind conditions’ analysis.
Short-term forecasts of severe magnetic storms using such a prognostic scheme are rather accurate, but sometimes
are not actual due to too short alert time. Moreover, the number of severe storms is 10 times less than the weak
magnetic storms’ number. At the same time, the quality of weak and moderate magnetic storms forecast is poor
for both short-term and medium-term prognoses, especially at a solar minimum.
It is found that physical origin of weak and moderate magnetic storms is much closer to substorms’ than to severe
magnetic storms’ nature; that is why CME-condition- based prognoses fail very often for mild geomagnetic
storms [1]. Case studies and statistical analysis show that a mechanism of weak and moderate magnetic storms’
development could be explained by excitation and compression of the magnetosphere by the SW density sharp
increase in a combination with the southward-directed IMF. Sometimes there is a time delay up to several hours
between the geoeffective density increase and the negative Bz IMF component’s observation [1, 2].
The role of the solar wind velocity in the stimulation of the reconnection in the magnetotail is found out to be
negligible for weak or moderate magnetic storms and essential for intensive and severe geomagnetic storms. So, a
consideration of high-speed SW streams and the southward IMF direction as a main cause of a geomagnetic storm
is correct for storms with Dst<-100nT only.
Additionally, there are evidences that a weak increase of the SW density, as well as increased SW turbulence in
the ULF diapason one-three days before a geomagnetic storm onset could be considered as a prognostic factor [1,
2].
Therefore, more deep investigation of weak (but not severe) magnetic storms’ origin is a main key of future
success of space weather prediction.
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